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General Information about the Course and the Lab 
 

As this is our first lab, in this section we are going to talk about the objectives of this course 

and what to expect from this lab, and finally, we are going to talk about lab rules. 

 

#1 Course and Lab objective 
 

Studying assembly language is not about studying a programming language or to make you 

struggle through your life by writing your programs in assembly language! 

The main objective of this course is to make every student dive under the hood of software, to 

explore this amazing world of what actually is your regular code (High-level code), 

understanding this course will give you a real advantages in writing better software, solving and 

debugging advanced software problems, and reverse engineering other software too! 

The objectives of this lab are to test, try, and sees what is actually going on inside a CPU or 

computer as a whole, by writing assembly language code by your own and debugging these 

programs you will gain the knowledge required for this course and more! 

 

#2 Lab Rules 
 

1- It is very important to bring your own laptop to the lab, as it will be easier for you to 

complete your lab work at home, and this will also help you in solving your homework. 

2- Copying a lab work, or homework will actually give you nothing, you will gain no marks 

at all (ZERO), it will for sure affect your grade in the final exam of the course, and the 

most important thing is that you won’t understand what is going in this course! 

3- Every lab work must be submitted to the TA at the end of lab day, and lab homework 

must be submitted before the next lab (10% is discounted for every day of latency, for 

a maximum of four days of latency). 

4- You can do anything in the lab as long as you don’t affect other students in the lab or 

the instructor. 

5- About 30% of the lab time will be a quick revision of the course material, the rest of it 

will be for doing lab work and asking questions, so please if you have any question don’t 

hesitate to ask (But search and try before you do :D). 
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Introduction 
 

In this section we are going to talk about what is assembly language, and why do we choose 

ARM assembly over anything else (Mainly x86), and understanding some concepts of assembly 

language. 

 

#1 What is Assembly Language 
 

Assembly language is any low-level programming language in which there is a very strong 

correspondence between the instructions in the language and the architecture's machine code 

instructions. [2] 

So at the end of the day assembly language is not a specific language by itself, there is a lot of 

assembly languages, but they all have a shared common language design and elements, so 

understand the ARM assembly language will give you the ability to read any assembly language 

without the need for learning a lot of stuff. 

The assembly language sometimes considered as a direct equivalent of the machine code, but 

this is not true or accurate, a lot of the instructions could be converted directly to machine 

code, but the assembly code doesn’t contain only instructions, there are other things for 

organising your code, linking assembly files together, and organizing the memory itself. 

 

#2 What is ARM architecture 
 

ARM (Advanced RISC Machine) architecture is a RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computing) 

architecture, the most important things about this architecture are that it is designed and 

manufactured separately, this leads to having a lot of processors use the ARM architecture. 

Talking about RISC, RISC is something you could consider as the way of thinking in designing a 

CPU architecture, RISC focuses on creating a simple and standardized instruction set to make 

the hardware simpler and to apply advance ideas on the hardware itself easier, however, this 

subject is a topic in the Computer Architecture course, for more information read this small 

article: https://www.microcontrollertips.com/risc-vs-cisc-architectures-one-better/, and do 

not forget to read section 1.2 History of RISC in the assigned textbook. 

 

#3 What should I understand in Assembly Language 
 

You should not just understand how to write an assembly code, or on using this specific IDE that 

we will use, you need to ask and think more about the general idea of why do we do in the 

configuration of the assembler, the memory organization, and how do things really work inside 

this CPU (So basically debugging your assembly is more important to me than writing code). 

Easy Note: Assembly files are converted to machine code by something called assembler. 

https://www.microcontrollertips.com/risc-vs-cisc-architectures-one-better/
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#4 More about ARM  
 

In this part we will talk about the two main ARM architecture we are going to work on in this 

lab, in this lab we are going to focus more on ARM7TDMI architecture and ARM Cortex-M4, 

however any ARM architecture won’t be that different from these two architectures, for more 

information refer to the assigned textbook. 

 

Lab Tasks 
 

In this lab tasks we are going to use your first homework as a base, so please if you did not 

solve this homework solve it now at the lab, and ask me for help to make the lab easier and 

smoother for you. 

 

Task #1: Code is Bits! (15 min solving, 5 min discussion) 
 

Using the first part of your homework, start a debug session, and take a look at memory adders 

0x00 (zero) if you used the book code you should see that the first 4 bytes are (0xFF, 0x10, 

0xA0, 0xE3), your task is to edit the code so the value of the 4 bytes together should be 

0xE3A010FF, please note that the processor is working in little-endian mode. 

 

 

Figure 1: What is little-endian [3] 

 

This task must be completed by using “ARM7TDMI-S Data Sheet” page number 10, A pdf copy 

will be at the shared folder, and this is the link for the online version: https://iitd-

plos.github.io/col718/ref/arm-instructionset.pdf. 

 

 

https://iitd-plos.github.io/col718/ref/arm-instructionset.pdf
https://iitd-plos.github.io/col718/ref/arm-instructionset.pdf
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Task #2: Assembly is not just machine code (10 min, 5 min) 
 

Using the first part of your homework, at the end of the code area (before END), you will need 

to add something so the memory after the code looks like this: 

 

 

Figure 2: Expected Memory at 0x10 

 

You will add a directive, directives are part of the assembler, these directives are not machine 

code, they are keywords to tell the assembler what should he do, for example, the DCD 

directive tells the assembler to allocate one or more words of memory. 

http://infocenter.arm.com/help/index.jsp?topic=/com.arm.doc.dui0041c/Babbfcga.html 

 

Task #3: Understanding Startup.s file (20 min, 10 min) 
 

When you solved the second part of your homework, you noticed that you need to let Keil add 

an extra file called Startup.s, this file is just an assembly file (You can notice from the extension 

of it), and the rest of the homework was editing this file, in short this file contains some code 

and data to set up the “LM4F120H5QR” device, but if you just need to write assembly code 

(and you don’t care about the organization of the memory that much, and you don’t care about 

this device peripherals), we could write a simple startup file from scratch, in this file we will 

just configure the vector table of the device, then write the same assembly code used in the 

first part of the homework. 

For better understanding refer to the book subsection 2.4.3 The Vector Table, what do you 

need to understand right now is the there is a vector table at address 0x0, the vector table has 

location for code areas to tell the processor that if an exception occurs look at this vector and 

jump to the related area registered in the vector table. 

 

 

Figure 3: Cortex-M4 Vector Table 

http://infocenter.arm.com/help/index.jsp?topic=/com.arm.doc.dui0041c/Babbfcga.html
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So as you noticed the second exception is Reset, this means that whenever we press reset 

button for example, or when the device started, the CPU should look at the second 4 bytes in 

the memory and take the value of it and start executing from that value. 

Using the assembler directives, we can write values in the memory location we want, so as we 

did in Task #2, we could write the same thing to write the location of the code we want to 

execute at the reset exception. 

Note: Ignore all warnings, for now, this is not the best assembly code you will write, but we 

will understand something cool. 

 

Lab Homework: 
 

For this lab I will consider solving the course homework as the Lab Homework, if you submitted 

the course homework you don’t need to do anything, just chill and learn more about this stuff. 

And don’t forget to submit the lab work if you didn’t finish it at the lab. 
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